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Abstract : Spatially homogeneous Bianchi VIp space-time with pcrlcct fluid ilistiihution 
is consideted and it is shown that the Held equations arc solvable for any arbitrary cosmic scale 
link lion A one parameiei family ul solutions, loi a parueulai loim at a cosmic scale I unction is 
piescnted which would essentially icpresent empty universe foi large time
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Ilk  spatially homogeneous Bianchi spaces I - IX  ate useful Lools for constructing 
-osmological models to describe the behaviour of (he universe at early stages of its 
cyoluiion. Bianchi-Vlp spaces are o f particular interest since they are sutlicienily 
complex, while at the same time, they are a simple generalization of Bianchi I spaces 
Since long a great deal o f theoretical work has been done to build Bianchi V I0 
tosmological models by solving Einstein's held cqualions associated with dtlleretu 
matter distributions. E llis and MacC'allum [1J obtained solutions of Einstein’s held 
equations in the case of a stifCfluid. Collins [2] and Ruban [3] presented some exact 
solutions of this type for perfect fluid distribution satisfying the specific equation of 
sUic Dunn and Tupper [4] investigated a class of Bianchi type V I() pcrfecl fluid 
cosmological models associated with electromagnetic fields. Lorentz |5) generali/ed the 
diN model given by Ellis and MacCallum H I Roy and Singh |6] derived some exact 
''Ohitions of Einstein-Maxwell equations representing a free gravitational field of the 
Hbignctie type with pcrfecl fluid and incident magnetic field. Ribeiro and Sanyal [7| 
studied spatially homogeneous Bianchi-VIy models containing a viscous fluid in the 
presence of ail axial magnetic field. In the above work, the perfect fluid considered
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necessarily  obeys specific equation o f  state. Follow ing H ajj-B autras [8,9] Shri Ram [10] 
presen ted  an algorithm  for genera ting  a new exact perfec t fluid so lu tions at Einstein's 
fie ld -equa tions for spatia lly  hom ogeneous cosm olog ical m odels o f  B ianchi type V I0 
w ithout choosing any equation o f slate.
R e ce n tly , M azu m d ar [ I I ]  has show n th a t the  f ie ld  e q u a tio n s  for LRS 
B ianchi-I space-tim e filled w ith a perfec t fluid are so lvable  for any arb itrary  cosmic 
scale function. In this paper, we present a procedure to obtain new perfect fluid solutions 
o f B ianchi type V l0. Fo r a p a rticu la r form  o f a cosm ic function  a one-param eter 
family o f so lu tions is presented . Solutions can be added to rare perfect fluid solutions 
o f type V I(, not satisfy ing  the equation o f state. The physical properties o f  solutions arc 
also discussed.
The metric for the Bianchi type V I0 class o f m odels is taken to be of the form [121
ds2 -  dt2 -  Aldx2 -  B 2c 2n“ d y 2 -  c2e2mxdz2 (1)
where A,B,C are functions o f cosm ic time Y and 'm is a constant param eter. The Einstein’s 
field equations are [13]
2  R * l i V (2)
Here is the metric tensor, R^ the Ricci tensor, R the scalar curvature.
For a perfect fluid distribution, the energy-m om entum  tensor T^  is o f the form
T p y  =  ( p  +  p ) U v l t v -  P R n v  (3)
where uv is 4 -velocity vector, p the pressure and p  the m ass-energy density. 
In com oving coordinates, the field equations to be considered are
B C BC m 2 (4)
~B + C + ~BC +
1IIhe
A C AC m 2 (5)
~A + C + ~AC *1
II i i
A B AB m 2 (6)
A + B + ~AR U  = ~ P
AB AC BC m 2 (7)
AB + AC + BC -  7 T  = P
B C = 0 (H)
B CV
A dot denotes differentiation with respect to Y. Equation (8) on integration, yields
B= KC (9)
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where K is a constant, w ithou t loss o f any generality we can take K = l, E lim inating  p from 
(4) and (5) wc get
( . being another integration constant.
Particular exact solutions to the Einstein's equations (4 )-(7 ) can be found using the 
ioimula (15) i f  B is given as an exp lic it functions o f r, A can he computed from (15) The 
eneigv density and pressure are determined by (4), (7) and ( I I )  Note that in this ease the 
imegwuion o f Einstein's equations reduces to the integration ol (15). A numbei o! solutions 
u> 115) could be generated by assuming d ifferent functional lorms to B. Here we obtain a 
phvMcally realistic solution by assuming
(10)
Making the scale transformation 
dl = AB2dT (M)
ihe equation (10) becomes *
\  dash denotes d iffe rentia tion w ith  respect to r. The first integral ot (12) is
(13)
( i being integration constant. It we dclinc the Pinclion R r) by
(14)
1 lien equation ( 13), on integration, yields
(16)
^here V  is an arbitrary parameter. Inserting (16) into (15) \ e obtain
A = C2r "c x p (17)
Oie metric o f the solutions can be written in the form
: iK)
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For the metric (18), pressure and energy density are obtained from  (6) and (7) as
1
P =
Co exp \ 2mi
T4' " 2 + C ,r(4n  + l) (4 n  + 2)
4 / i / j r  \
■^4n C-, 1 M,2
4- S. 4-
2 n
4* ■
(4 ;i +1)i r  [ t 2 » ----r
p  =
C \e xp  | 2 m ^ - |+ ^ r+ 2 )  + C ,t )J
4/7 -I- I
, 3 /r  4/if/i2 C’,
T4" + —  + -----------Lr (20:.
lo r the physical reality  o! the solution we lake // > 0
W e discuss the properties ol the shear tensor It has been pointed out by Collins and 
W a inw rig h t [ 141 that the shear tensor o^v plays an important role in general lelativistu 
cosmological and stella i models. The shear tensor arises in the decomposition ot lorn 
-velocity vector ol the fluid . t.c
' V . v =  - V ' V +  VV  +  ° n v
u  - = u  n v , u  u * 1 =  0p f i , v V
vv =  “ i K . v l
h =  P -H u  u  , h  u 'f i V * L i v f t  v '  fAV
= 0
and 6  = , where u^ , w>(V,, 0and <7  ^ arc called acceleration, rotation, expansion and shear
respectively, and a semicolon means a covariant derivative [15|.
For the model (18), we find
0 =
C2r  n exp <2m (4 /i + l) (4 / i + 2)
x —  + 2 m 1 
T
^4n + ]
(4n + l )
( 21 )
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The shear scalar CTdefined by <72 = <J^VG ^V has the value
2m
■f4n+i ^
-------+ C,
4 n + 1
a  = 1 ' j4n+2 V
V3(c2r'")? exp* m2 -------------------+ C.T
L ^(4/1 + 1X411 + 2) 1
(22)
which is non zero for all values of (0 < r < *») and drops to zero at infinite time 
(x °°). The model (18) has a point singularity at r = 0 where the pressure and energy 
density arc infinite. As T->« the pressure and energy density tends to zero. Therefore the 
model ( 18) gives essentially an empty universe for large T. As t — the ratio ^
which shows that the shear scalar does not tend to zero faster than the expansion. The 
metric (18) represents an expanding and anisotropic cosmological model in which all o f the 
fluids are acceleration-free and rotation-free.
The Hubble parameter H  and the deceleration parameter q are respectively
given by
H  =
3 n
+ 2 m 2
T 14/1+1
4/7+1
+ G
3 ( (
C2r " exp<2m
 ^(4/i + l)(4n + 2)
(23)
q  = \ + -
7/12
' r 2
2 "  1 4|I1, ( I ^  + c  l
[4/1+1 J (4/1 + 1 J
3/7  ^ 2 J — + 2 '
T  4 / i  +  l ) '
+ C|T 4«+ l  'J
- |2
(24)
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